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When I started sharing photos last summer on Instagram, little did I know I had
joined such a wonderful community where I would make new friends and
connect with Amalfi Coast lovers from around the world. Along the way
Instagram became my favorite social media channel for sharing beautiful little
doses of the Amalfi Coast throughout the year. Naturally, some of Instagram
users I enjoy following the most are also devoted to the Amalfi Coast. From
luxury hotels to fellow expats, these are the Instagrammers to follow for Amalfi
Coast travel inspiration and daydreaming – wherever you may be!
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The most beautiful spot on the Amalfi Coast been found. No need to look any
further. Have you heard of the Villa Tre Ville? Once the private villa of acclaimed
Italian film director and producer Franco Zeffirelli, the villa boasts an exclusive
setting with postcard perfect views of Positano and the most remarkable décor
and setting. It’s the place for a romantic Amalfi Coast getaway. If you can’t get
there soon, then head over to @villatreville to settle in for a good dream. Just
save me a spot on that sofa!    
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If your Amalfi Coast crush is the mountain village of Ravello, then let me
introduce you to the @ravello Instagram feed. (You’re welcome.) The daily
doses of Ravello beauty will brighten any day and give you plenty of travel
inspiration for your next Amalfi Coast trip.
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It’s easy to imagine sailing off into the Amalfi Coast sunset following the
@exclusivecruises Instagram feed as they share photos of their private boat
tours and charters. While the dreamy photos make me wish I spent more time
out boating, what I particularly enjoy is the mix of photos, great dining spots
and lifestyle experiences on the Amalfi Coast.    
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I would expect nothing less than spectacular from the luxury hotel Le Sirenuse
in Positano, and their Instagram account @lesirenuse constantly has me
dreaming of Positano. I love seeing the photos they share from guests and
reading the comments from previous guests and travelers counting down the
days until their arrival at Le Sirenuse. They’ve built a great community!

 

Nicki in Positano
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For a glimpse of daily life in Positano, follow @nickiposi to see beautiful views
from Nicki’s walks high up in the mountains, kayaking on the sea with the ever
so cute Holly and Positano charm throughout the year.

 

Hotel Caruso
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Zipping back down the coast to Ravello, follow @hotelcaruso to escape to a
dreamy world of luxury Ravello-style. That infinity pool. Oh that infinity pool.
There’s so much more, but that infinity pool is enough to stop my Instagram
feed scrolling to a grinding halt every single time.

 

Instagram Amalfi Coast Community
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One of the best spots for daily does of Amalfi Coast beauty in your Instagram
feed is to follow @ig_amalficoast. They share images all along the Amalfi Coast
from users around the world, and I look forward to seeing what they’ll share
every day. If you’re fond of a particular village, you’ll find Instagram
communities for most of them, including ig_atrani, ig_ravello and ig_positano.
(Yay … bonus Amalfi Coast Instagrammers to follow!)  
 

Bell’Avventura in Positano
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Don’t you just want to join Rosa Bella at that table and chat about life in
Positano as the wisteria petals flutter to the ground? Follow her on Instagram at
@bellavventura for beautiful moments of daily life from one of the prettiest
terraces in Positano.

 

La Selva, Positano
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High in the mountains above Positano with an enviable view, La Selva shares
everything good about life that I love: fresh food, yoga and the Amalfi Coast.
Follow them @la_selva_positano to share the goodness.  
 

Ciao Amalfi
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To wrap up this Amalfi Coast Instagram love letter, I’d like to invite you to join
me on Instagram to discover the authentic Amalfi Coast throughout the year.
You can find me @ciaoamalfi. See you on Instagram!
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WELCOME TO CIAO AMALFI ~

The Amalfi Coast inspires dreams like few other travel
destinations in the world. The natural landscape is
captivating, the colors are enchanting and the warmth of
the locals unforgettable. It is easy to leave a piece of your
heart behind after visiting this remarkable stretch of
coastline in southern Italy. If you've been dreaming of
visiting the Amalfi Coast or are one of many who have
fallen in love here, I invite you to enjoy the beauty of the
Amalfi Coast on Ciao Amalfi.

@Ciao Amalfi on Instagram | Ciao Amalfi on Facebook |
@Ciao Amalfi on Twitter

LATEST FROM THE AMALFI COAST ~

Marina di Praia - My New

Favorite Beach on the Amalfi

Coast!
September 7th, 2015

Find out why the picturesque little cove at
Marina di Praia has become my favorite
beach on the Amalfi Coast! [...]

New Live Streaming Webcams

of Amalfi!
September 5th, 2015

Check out the three new HD live streaming
webcams of Amalfi that are perfect if you've
been missing the Amalfi Coast! [...]
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